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Context-Sensitive Framework for Visual Analytics in Energy Production from Biomass
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aDepartment of Mathematical Information Technologies, University of Jyväskylä, Finland

Abstract Data masses require a lot of data processing. Data mining is the traditional way to convert data into knowledge. In visual analytics, humans are integrated into the process as there is continuous interaction between the analyst and the analysis software. Data mining methods can be utilized also in visual analytics where the priority is given to the visualization of the information and to dimension reduction. However, the provided data is not always enough. There is a large amount of background contextual information, which should be included into the automated process. This paper describes a context-sensitive approach, in which we utilize visual analytics by studying all phases in the process according to our “sensing, processing and actuation” framework. Experimental studies show that our framework can be very useful in the process of analyzing causes for and relations between variable changes with laboratory-scale power plant data.
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Introduction

While analyzing industrial processes, especially those of energy production, the context information plays a significant role in acquiring reliable results. High level computational methods are mandatory for processing data, but, if the context is not defined, results are not fully understood. Energy production from biomass has been a challenging area due the organic compounds in the biomass [19]. Among other things, gas from burning biomass forms chloride acids in high temperatures. Another important factor to be taken into account when utilizing biomass is the amount of small particulates produced.

Visual Analytics is a relatively new research field – the first book in the field was published in 2005 [21]. It refers to interactive methods and technologies that could be applied for presenting the results of data mining process to users [21]. Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of very large and complex datasets [12].
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Industrial process monitoring is a well-suited genre for applications of visual analytics due its elements of data analysis and visualization. However, the set of available examples is scarce. One possible reason for this is that visual analytics requires a lot from software methods and algorithms; user interaction, data analysis and visualization methods are too far apart from each other [12]. In visual analytics, these methods should be used simultaneously without restrictions imposed on them in some of these areas. Highly interactive interfaces combined with automated data analysis and visualization will reduce the gap between the user and the computer. Interaction possibilities are not limited only to parameter tuning and data exploration; also contextual information can be made available.

The concept of contextual sensing fits well also to the idea of visual analytics. In visual analytics, the researcher is seen as a part of knowledge mining process with his/her background knowledge [12]. That background knowledge is important for deeper understanding of the problem and helpful in finding more reliable solutions. In the same way, sensing of contextual facts provides more information, which in this case is necessary for a proper and valid analysis.

Based on this, if something changes in the context, it will have direct effect to the process and measurements. Change-point detection addresses the problem of discovering time points at which properties of time-series data change [11]. There are numerous ways of implementing change-point detection algorithms, but traditionally they are all based on statistical methods and properties [20]. In this paper, we introduce a context-sensitive framework and an implementation of it, which utilizes context-sensitive approach and change-point detection methods for visual analytics.

Our paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 1. The principles of our iterative context-sensitive framework are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the preliminary implementation of the framework. Conclusions will be given in Section 4.

1. Background

Although visual analytics and data mining have been extensively researched, there are still many challenges [22]. Huge data sets and data bases require enormous amounts of storing capacity and almost incomprehensibly fast data transfer connections. In many application areas, data is complex or inconsistent. Also, it may happen that even if there is a huge amount of data with many variables, there is still very little data that is suitable for training [22]. Therefore, handling big data is challenging and finding the optimal solution for feature selection and evaluation of results is difficult. Existing visual analytics software and frameworks are still most likely related to certain application fields [1, 17].

Context-sensitivity in the field of computing can be defined, e.g., as in [8], thus: "A computational method, a computer system, or an application is context-sensitive if it includes context-based functions and if it uses context to provide relevant information and services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user's situation". Regarding industrial applications, one could add that context-sensitivity depends not only on the user's situation but also on the stage of the process and the state of the environment.

Context awareness is often encountered in telecommunications and web-page document analysis where location and other sensor measurement information is part of the
data [2, 18]. System is context-aware if it "uses context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the user’s task" [3]. Architecture of context-aware applications is presented in [7]. In our work, we prefer using the term context-sensitive approach, since it gives more choices and sets fewer limitations.

Traditionally, change-point detection uses statistical methods for finding fluctuation in the data. Recently, there was an effort to use anomaly detection in data mining to detect change-points. By defining an anomalous pattern as one "whose frequency of occurrences differs substantially from that expected, given previously seen data", Keogh et al. presented a way where anomalies are not explicitly formulated [14]. Otherwise, fault detection and pattern finding related to industrial purposes have been researched a lot [5, 9–11, 13].

2. Iterative Context-sensitive Approach

In industrial processes, contextual information contains all meta data related to measurement environment, software architecture, data processing and visualization and also to preliminary knowledge from the related application area. In a complete analysis chain, contextual information should be taken into account in every analysis phase and should be included as a part of automated processing. An industrial application, which for example uses burning biomass to produce heat and electricity, has a very specific context basis. Therefore, in order to compute reliable results, different context environments are required in analyses for different industrial applications.

To meet these challenges, we are extending the EJC2012 context-sensitive SPA framework [23] with the iterative SPA approach (Figure 1). The iterative SPA framework is divided into two hierarchical levels. On general macro level, the energy production process is analyzed as a straightforward analysis process, from variable measurements to visualization and interpretation of results. Different contexts are related to each SPA step which are considered in the overall analysis process. For example, the sensing context includes information about how and where measurements are taken, processing context describes software analysis methods, and actuating context defines the kind of visualization used.

From the visual analytics point of view, this straightforward macro level is not enough to provide holistic and accurate information view on user. The model of visual analytics allows the process move between automated processing and visualizations while also mapping the raw data for visualizations [12]. Hence, we introduce an iterative micro level with the SPA structure. The main additional benefit of this is the possibility to move back and forth and jump over the SPA steps. Micro level is defined below macro level in the hierarchy and contains all the same contextual elements. In addition, each SPA step is divided into iterative sub-phases $S_{(S,P,A)}$, $P_{(S,P,A)}$, and $A_{(S,P,A)}$ that follow the SPA structure. Here, a sub-process contains one set of iterative SPA sub-phases. In general, sensing sub-phase $\{S,P,A\}$ includes an update loop that initializes a new set of parameters and restarts the sub-process. A more detailed description of the SPA phases and their sub-phases is given in the following chapters.
2.1. Sensing contextual information

Sensing starts from inquiring all possible data related to the measurement environment and equipment as well as background knowledge from application. Also, when conducting an experiment, everything should be logged as well as possible, especially if adjustments are made. This is the main contribution in sub-phase $S_S$. The more information is gathered the better. Irrelevant information can be automatically reduced afterwards.

Once the experiment has been completed, all measured data and context information is processed into variables (subphase $S_P$). While creating new variables from context information, one has to decide whether to use them in computation. In general, quantitative or continuous variables can be used in computation, but qualitative or categorical variables provide meta-data for researcher for the interpretation and evaluation of results and later for decision making. Variables are also classified as input- or output-type variables according to their function. For example, temperature and pressure measurements are output-type (monitored) variables while fuel feeding and bottom course conveyor belt are input-type (controlling) variables.

In the last sub-phase $S_A$, the next actions are decided. In dynamic industry environment, e.g. in a power plant, context environment may change during time. For example, it is possible to change the type or quality of fuel. A radical change, like that of fuel in the context environment, affects the rest of the analysis chain. While analyzing the efficiency of a certain fuel type, a model of parameter settings is built. Due to the some elemental facts, different fuels behave differently, and the original model will fail to produce reliable results. If we find a change in the context environment, the process model should be updated accordingly.
2.2. Processing Context

Changes in the context environment have to be adapted in the processing phase. Sensing these changes can be done manually or automatically, depending on the case in phase $P_S$. Possible changes could be triggered by a different fuel type or an abnormal behavior of the signals. As a response to these changes, the processing model and parameters are updated, but also going back to sensing phase is possible.

Processing phase is computationally heavy since all software computations are done in this phase (more specifically, step $P_P$). However, with modern computers, computations are relatively fast with small and large data sets. Here, a large data set contains more than 100 variables, with several thousands of measurements. In our framework, computations will include the steps of preprocessing (e.g. synchronization), transformation (e.g. dimension reduction) and change-point detection.

In the last phase $P_A$, the results of processing are briefly verified. For example, the values for each change-point detector are checked and detection thresholds are fine-tuned. A more explicit explanation of detectors and threshold is given in Section 3. Based on human decision, the analysis process may be continued to Actuation phase or iterated back to phase $P_S$ if some tuning of parameters for computation is needed.

2.3. Actuation context in visual framework

Actuation phase starts with (sub-phase $A_S$) sensing the context at the user’s end. Different contexts, e.g. different user roles, will be selected according to current situation. In the ultimate scenario, these contexts could be selected automatically based on the knowledge gathered from the user. For example, different factors could be formed of the role of the user, expertise of the working group, etc. In practice, an overall view is presented automatically, but the user may find more detailed information of the data when needed.

After the initialization of the user interface, the results of computations are visualized and examined (sub-phase $A_P$). Often, the cases with industrial data require discussions and interpretation. Validation of the results, with data from real world, is always a huge challenge. One of the best validation methods (perhaps the only) is to trust experts’ opinion. In sub-phase $A_A$, decisions are made based on acquired knowledge. If the results are insufficient, the user can go back to the previous SPA steps and for example adjust the parameters or use different methods. On the other hand, if the results are proven reliable, measured information has been transformed to some knowledge which hopefully solves the research problem.

3. Analysis framework for effective computation and visualization

Motivated by the lack of contextual support in existing applications, we started the development of a visual analytics software for analyzing time-series data. Matlab [15] was chosen as a base of the framework because of its computational features. Matlab has a collection of implemented algorithms, development with it is often faster than with traditional languages. However, building a GUI in Matlab is a challenge because of visual analytics requirements for user interactions. Also, it is known that after a version upgrade in Matlab all features may not function properly in old interfaces. Therefore Java was
chosen as the language for GUI development. A Java GUI was built using Java’s Swing library [4], and visualizations utilize the JFreeChart library [6]. The main advantage of using Java GUI on top of Matlab is that all Java visualization tools can be combined into powerful data processing techniques in Matlab.

The GUI (Figure 2) is divided into two main panels which are aligned horizontally. The upper panel, *Data browser*, offers tools for analyzing time-series visually, and the lower panel, *Analysis session*, provides an interface to apply change-point detection and to adjust detector values. In a basic workflow, the user selects variables for visual inspection in the *Data browser* and then, in the *Analysis session*, a variable for further analysis, e.g., change-point detection. Variables in scatter plots are normalized between 0 and 1, and the plots are synchronized in time for easier comparison.

After change-point detection, the findings can be exported and loaded back into the system as a new data set and the results can be inspected again on the *Data browser*. In this phase, the crucial feature for finding relations between variables is the ability to mark interesting points in time as test points, which are plotted on each variable (Number 2 in Figure 2). Now the user may find similarly behaving variables before and after any test point. Of course, the automatically computed similarities are given to the user, but an expert’s opinion is required to achieve reliable results with real world data.

In the experiments, we found out that the key element in mining reliable results is the change-point detection. Change-point detection is operated in the lower panel *Analysis session* of the GUI. On the left, one variable can be selected and then plotted on the top graph of the lower panel. The rest of the space is reserved for detector plots, where the results of different change-point methods are visualized. Each detector has a horizontal threshold bar (Number 9 in Figure 2). All detector values exceeding the threshold level are considered as change points. The user can fine-tune a threshold value for each detector separately, based on his/her expertise on the field. Detected change points can be drawn into the top plot with the corresponding variable.

Color design in graphical user interfaces plays an important role in a successful data analysis and understanding process. Colors can be used for advantage by highlighting...
correct information, but with careless usage of colors the whole interface may become unusable. In this framework, general guidelines of GUI design have been followed. The color design of scatter plots is chosen with a color palette toolkit provided by NASA’s Ames Research Center [16].

The GUI is also scalable in the contextual sense. The big picture from data can be seen on the main window, but more detailed information is available. For example, in the original space window (opened with the Original scale button) the requested variable is plotted in a different context and with its original values and time scale containing more specific information about the measurements and the change-points. Thus the researcher can find more relevant information of the interesting points in time.

Considering the iterative SPA framework, the GUI concentrates mainly to processing and actuation phases. The data visualized in the upper panel of the GUI supports actuation and decision making in every SPA sub-phase. The lower panel implements the processing phase with visualizations computed by automated methods in Matlab. However, the sensing phase contains still a few steps, which are conducted manually in Matlab, for example, adding context information into the system.

4. Conclusions

In case of a power plant, the idea of visual analytics is to give tools for research and development tasks rather than to build a fast controlling system. We have done this by extending the context-sensitive SPA framework with an iterative structure. By offering ways to loop back and provide feedback to previous steps, iterative SPA framework facilitates getting deeper understanding of measured information.

In order to utilize the iterative SPA framework, we started developing a GUI for Matlab, which integrates an interactive user interface and visualizations to powerful automated computations. The development work is still in progress with analysis methods and to make context information more transparent. However, preliminary work with real world data provided by Valmet (previously called Metso Power) has given positive results. Our novel context-sensitive approach and framework, including the analysis-chain, have given new insights and ways to data analysis. Our tests show that the change-point detection methods have the key role in achieving reliable results.

In the future, we would like to concentrate our efforts on creating a massive library of change-point methods. This versatile library would provide tools for different tasks, as no particular method is the best in every situation. The second improvement to our framework is not to deal only with the context of a single point in time but with the context of a region of interest (ROI). In industrial applications, changes might be slow and take for example half hour to complete. During that time it is impossible to set a single point in time for the change, but it is happening in a region of time points.
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